
The player wins, who collected the most points of his flocks when the deck run out of cards.
There are 4 different colored Sheep cards (red, yellow, blue and green)
You can start a new flock with a Black Sheep and minimum three-point value Sheep.
The three-point value Sheep can be one or three cards, only the value matters.
You can start a flock with 2x Black Sheep if none of the players used the color on the table so far.
If you want to start a new flock with a color which one of the players already have on the table, 
then the 1x multiplier of the Black Sheep must be on the top.
The multiplier of the Black Sheep determine the value of the whole flock. The ones with 2x multi-
plier worth double than the ones with 1x multiplier.
With the contribution of the Wolves, the players can attack each others flocks, while the Dogs 
and Shepherds protect the flocks from the Wolves. Their protection depends on the value of 
Dogs, and the experience of Shepherds.

•  Throw away one card, if you do not want, or cannot able to do any other actions.
   After throwed, you have to draw a card from the deck, and the next player’s turn begins.
•  Start a new flock with 1x or 2x Black Sheep. You can start a new flock only with color what   
   is not on the table so far. Furthermore, you can expand your flocks with as much Sheep cards 
   as you want. At the end of the turn, draw from the deck how much cards used, and the next 
   player’s turn begins.
•  Expand existing flocks with as much Sheep cards as you want. You can still start new flocks 
   of course. At the end of the turn, draw from the deck how much cards used, and the next 
   player’s turn.
•  Wolf attack by using wolves with any value or number.

1. The dealer mix the deck and give 7 cards to every player, then place the deck on the table 
     with picture on the top.
2. If the first player want (and have at least one Black Sheep), he can start a new flock with 
     Black Sheep and three-point value Sheep card from the same color. The 2x multiplier of 
     Black Sheep must be on the top, because none of the players used this color yet.
3. At the end of the turn, draw cards from the deck to have 7 cards in hand.
4. Wolf attack and defense:
 a. The attacker put the wolves on the table with picture down to the flock he want to attack.
 b. The defender put the dogs he want to use and one of the Shepherds next to the 
         Attacker’s Wolves with picture up. Turn up the Wolves too.
 c. The number of the stolen Sheeps depends on the combined value of Wolves and Dogs.
 d. If the defender does not have any Dog or Shepherd, the stolen Sheeps are equal with 
         the combined value of the Wolves. (If there are enough Sheeps in the flock.)
 e. The Attacker take the stolen Sheeps from the opponent’s flock, and place them in his 
         own flock. If he can’t place them, the player have to throw away the remaining Sheeps.
 f. If you steal a flock’s every Sheep with color you do not have on the table yet, place the 
         whole flock on your table including the Black Sheep. If you already have flock with the 
         color, place the colored Sheeps in your proper flock, and throw the Black Sheep to the 
         center of the table. If the flock color was 2x Black Sheep protected, the players can reuse 
         the color with 2x Black Sheep again.
 g. If there are only Sheeps with higher value than the Attacker’s gain, he don’t get anything.
 h. At the end of the turn, every player draw from the deck how much cards they used, and 
         the next player’s turn begins.

1. Black Sheeps, 1x and 2x multiplier on the card:    15 cards
2. Sheeps, red, yellow, blue and green colored from value 1 to 3: 5-5 cards
3. Wolves, from value 1 to 3:     5-5 cards
4. Dogs, from value 1 to 3:     5-5 cards
5. Shepherds, minus (-1), equal (=) and plus (+1):   5-5 cards
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The game includes

During the turn, the following actions can happen
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1. Cards on the table and in your hand

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

     Collect the cards on the table like here:

Have fun playing the game!
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 6 points             18 points        3 points  7 points

At the end of the game, you collected 34 points.

You can do the following actions
with the cards in your hand:
1. Put the three-point value red Sheep into the red flock.
2. Throw away the unwanted Black Sheep.
3. Attack someone’s flock with one, two or three-point value Wolf.
4. Defend your flock with one, three or four-point value Dog and Shepherd
     in case of wolf attack

If you gain one-point value Sheep, but the lowest Sheep in the 
attacked flock has two-point value, you get nothing.

If you gain three-point value Sheep (it can be 3 one-point
value cards too), but the attacked flock have only two-point 
value Sheeps, you get only one Sheep.

You aren’t lose or get any Sheeps if:
The player attacking with three-point value Wolf, 
which can steal three Sheeps. Your dogs protect two 
Sheeps and you have professional Shepherd (+1), 
so your dogs can protect one more Sheep. The results 
is that the Attacker can’t steal any Sheeps from you.

You steal Sheeps after the attack if:
The player attacking with two-point value wolf, which 
can steal two Sheeps. Your dog can protect three 
Sheeps, and you have an advanced Shepherd, so your 
dogs can protect as much Sheeps as their value is. The 
combined value of your cards is more than the Attack-
er’s wolves, so you can steal one Sheep from him. You 
can steal from only one desired flock of the Attacker.

You lose Sheep after the attack if:
The player attack with two-point value wolf, which can 
steal two Sheeps. Your Dog can protect two Sheeps, 
but You have an amateur Shepherd (-1) so your dog 
can protect only one Sheep. As a result, the Attacker 
steal one Sheep from you.

Deck to draw      Deck to throw

Cards in your hand


